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1. Introduction
In numerical analysis, one can approximate f' (xA the derivative of a given function f
.t.:A':
f(x)-f(x-h)
at x; by a single wuerence
.
h

H
h
. .
.
owever, sue an approxunauon JS not

generally identical to f' (x) if f is not a linear function. On the other hand, if we approximate
..a:&c.
[ f(x +h)- f(x) + f(;r::l' - f(x-h)] ,
f '/.)
,x ~,., a swn ofthe two finitc U1U.erences

2h

2h

.L:-

uua

approximation is identical to f ' (x) for each quadratic function f. This raises the questions:
llllder what conditions can the derivative of a given function be expressed as a sum of finite
differences and how many terms in such a sum of finite differences is sufficient?
In [2] p.187, it was shown that if fts a twice continuously differentiable function on R,

there are constants Bi· 8i and continuous functions t;_,

t; such that

2

f'(x)= ~ [f1 (x)-f1 (x-a1 )], forallxinR.

J=l
In this paper, we apply some results of difference subspaces of L2(R) in [4] to show

that for each positive integer m, if f is a function in the Sobolev space

I-r"2(R), the subspace

of functions in L 2(R) whose di.stn"butional derivatives up to order m arc also in L2(R), and if f '
is the distn"butional derivative off, then there are constants 8i, 8i and functions t;_,

t; in H"'(R)

such that
(1)
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where • is the usual convolution and oa is the Dirac measure at a in R, so that

(o8 •f)(x) = f(x- a)

a.e. for xin R.

This result is closely related to the results of Meisters in [2], but by the present approach we

can show that such a representation of a derivative by a sum of finite differences as in (1) is
best possible in that it uses the minimum number of finite differences of fimctions.

In addition, we show that in order to represent the distributional derivative of a given
function in H"'(R) as a sum of finite differences of ftmctions in

H1"°1(R), in general 3 terms is

the best possible.

In the last section, we show that if ~ is the Laplace operator on the Sobolev space

H"'(Rj, then for each

fm

H"'(Rj, M can be expressed as a swn of 5 second order differences

of functions in lF2(Rj for n 5: 5. ·

2. Difference Subspaces of L1(R•)
Throughout this paper,

f

will denote Fourier Transform of fe L1(Rj such that if fJS

in the subspace L 1(Rj n L2(Rj, f(y) is given by

JR" e-i<xJ>f(x)dx,

where< , >is the usual

inner product in Ra. It is a standard result that for each positive integer m, the Sobolev space

H"'(Rj = { f

E

L2 (Rn): i(x)(l + ~l1 i~

EI.: (R 0 )

}.

([1])

Definition

Let s be a given positive integer and V be a subspace of L 2(Rj. Then the s-th order
difference subspace of V, DJ.. V), is the space spanned by { (50
Hence, for a given ftmction fin V, f is also
vectors 8i. Sp ••• , a.min R" and fimctions

-

o. t•f: fe

V, a E R" }.

in the subspace Df-V) if and only if there are

t;, .t;, ..., .f:uin

Vsuch that
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It can be sho'Ml that for s= 1, D1( V) is spanned by { f- 8a•f:

case s = 2, D2 ( V) is the subspace spanned by { f-

(8 +8 )
•

2

·•

fE

V, a E R"} while for the

*f: f E V, a E R0

} .

The following are the fundamental results of the difference subspace ofL2(Rj:
Theorem 1 ([4])

Lets be a given positive integer. Tb.en for each fimction fin L.:(l('), f is also in

If (.x)12 dx <a:>.
A

2

D n (It')) ifand only ifj

~.....

R"

~'

28

Theorem 2 ([4 ])

Let f be a given iimdtion in I!{It') and aP a, ..., am are given vectors in /('. Tb.ea
111

therearefimctions t;, f, ..., f.min L2(1(') such that f = ,L(o0 -8aJ' *fj a.e. if and only if
j:l

JR" m

ji<.xf

,Lsin2a <B·, •.X >
. l

j=

J

dx <<Xl.

2

3. Non-Liouvillc numbcn and finite diffcrcn.cc:a

By Theorem 2, a ncccssary condition for (1) to hold is to find some constants 8i, .;

such that the integral in Theorem 2 is .finite. In order to achieve such a goal, we need some
results of number themy:
Let a. be a given irrational number. Then a. is a non-liouviUe number if there arc

constants C> 0 and k

~

1 such that

dim a.) > C I~-& for all non-zero integers m,

(2)
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where d,(zj,is the distance of x E R to the nearest integer. It is known if ex. is an algebraic
irrational number of degree j, then (2) holds with k

= j- 1 ( see [3] Theorem 2A). It can also

be shown that the compliment of non-Llouville numbers has zero measure in R.

Proposition 3

Let a be s given non-LiouviUe number and c; k be the corresponding constants in

inequality (2). Let {lJ,) be the decreasing sequence ofpositive numbers defined by
8 111 =

Cm-k

2(1 + 11
ex.)

,mE N .

Then for each positive integer m and non-zero number .t;
Ix -ml< lJ111 and d/a x) < 1',.
cannot hold simultaneously.
Proof
We prove the result by contradiction. Assume the two inequalities hold simultaneously
for some positive integer m and non-z.ero x. Then there is an integer p such that

Ix - m I < o

111

and I ex. x - p I < o,,,.

By the above two inequalities, we have

Since, dz(ex m) ~ I ex m - p

I, we also have

which contradicts that ex. is a non-Liouville number. Hence, the result follows.

In the followmg proposition, we show that if ex is a non-Liouville number, then the
function 1 I (sin1nx + sin17ta..t) is botmded by some polynomials if :Xis sufficiendy large.
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Proposition 4
Let a be a non-Liouville number and C: k be the positive number such that ineql11llity

(2) holds.

Let {a,,) be the decreasing sequence of positive numbers as constructed in

Proposition 3. Let m tr be the least positive integer such that
ifn ;:_ mtl', then a,,< 112 and?~ 4C.
Let ftl' be the fiinction on [mtr , «) defined by ftr(x)

=1 I

(sirltlX + sirlnax) foraO x > mtr .

Then there is ..:i > 0 such that ftr (x) < ,t,lk.
Proof

As a. is irrational,

4d.(y) :s;

t;, is continuous on [ma , oo). Thus, by the inequalities

j1- e- ";TI= 2jsin7tyj :s; 27td,.(y) for all real y
2

E

R ([2] p.178)

and the continunity oft;, on[ma, oo), for each 11;;:: m"' there is 0 < 6 0 < o,, such that for all x
[ 11, n+ s11 ),

E

(3)

Suppose x
Meanwhile, if

E [ 11

+

6.a, 11

+ 112). If I x • 11 I ~ 8..,, then dz(x)

Ix- nI< o,, then d..(<u)

~ 8,, by Proposition 3.

= I x • 11 I ;;::

In either case, we have

B"'
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f..(x)= .

sm

1
2

• 2

1tX + sm

mx.x

<
1
- 4[d/x)f +4[d,,(a.x)f
1

<- 48 2
D
2.k

= ~ (1 + ja.j)2 ,

By inequalities (3) and (4), there is 71.i > 0 so that for each n

by definition of 8D.

~ mct1

if x

E [

( 4)

n, n + 1/2 ],

f,,(x):::; f... 1nu

~ f...1 (2x)u

Similarly, there is "'1 > 0 such that for each n

~

because n < x < 2.x.

(S)

mrx> if x e [ n + 1/2, n + 1 ],
2.t

t;.(x) ~ f... 2 (2.x) .

(6)

Hence, the result follows by inequalities (S) and (6).

In the following proposition, we apply the result of Proposition 4 to construct a

sufficient condition for expressing a function in D1(L2(R)) as a sum of two finite differences.
Theorem S
Let a be a given non-Liouv.ille number such that inequality (2) holds with some

positive integer k Let m be 8 given integer ~ 0. Let aP 82 be given non-zero numbers such
that a/81 =a.

r

Suppose f is a fiwction in DlL2{R.}) which is a/so in the Sobolev space

{R.). Then there are fiwction t;, t; in Jr(R.) such that
l

f=~(fj-8 8i •fj)•
;=l

(7)
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Proof
We first prove the case 8i = 2n. As sin x

:::s

x if I x I is sufficiently small, by Theorem

licx>r

1, there is s > O such that f
. 2
• 2
dx < oo. Let ma and Iv be the constants in
Jµ-1<s sm 7tX + sm mxx
Proposition 4. Let A be the compact set [-ma., -s] v [ s, mcx. ]. As 1 I (sin21t.X + sin2ncx.x) is
continuous on A, 11( sin27U + sin2ncx.x) is bounded above on A. Hence, we have

(8)
By the properties of fand Proposition 4,

lfcx)l

0

2

li

il>.m.. sin2 nx+ sin2 na.x dx ~Iv,ll>.m, jf(x)l !xi
A

< <X>.

Therefore, by inequalities (8) and (9),

J sm. 1tXlf<x>r
+ sm

• 2

2

R

na.x

2

dx
(9)

dx < oo. Similarly, we can also

show that

f l~;x>r (l~ ~ll>m dx <
R

oo.

(10)

sm nx + sm na.x

Now, we show that there arc functions

t;,

.t; in the Sobolev space If"(R) such that (7)

holds. For each j = 1, 2, let Bjbe the function on R defined by

g/x)=

i(x)jl-e-•;zl
(1- e-•_rr) I:ll- e-ia;zl
2

j=l

a.e.
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By [4] Lemma 1, there is c,_ > 0 such that for all x in R,

Thus, it can be shown that&., Ki are functions in L2(R). By the Plancherel Theorem, there are
functions

.t;., .t; in L1(R) such that lj =gi for f:: 1, 2. Moreover, by the

constructions oft;

and .t;, for j= 1, 2,

11f

j2

A

1 (x)

2
(l+lxl )
·

.m

2

2

1f(x)j (1 + lxl ),,,
dx =1
dx
<2: I1-e-". ll
2

R

R

1...

)

; =I

'i

J ji(x)j2 (1 + lxl2 )m

$-

4

2

R

2

sin 1tX + sin 7tCX.X

dx

< oo, by (10).

Therefore,,

.t;, .t; are fimctions in Ir"(R).

By the definitions oft;,

.t; and the Fowier Inversion

l

Theorem, f

= L (~· - 881 • f; ) . Hence, the result follows for the case 8i = 27t.
;=l

2

A

A

For the general case, choose Fin L (R) such that F(x) = f(2xx 1

1

fF(x)l2
dx <co.
Use the substitution y
+ sinl 7tCX.X

R sinl 7tX

= 2'1Uij

8i

I, then it

IBii) a.e.

Then

can be shown the

result also holds for this case.

As there is non-Llouville munber ex. such that inequality (2) holds with k = 1. By

Theorem 5, we then have the following result
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Theorem.6
Let m be a given integer ~ 0. For each function f in the Sobolev space Ir"2 (R), if

f' is the distributional derivative off, then there are constants 81 ,

82

in R and functions t;,

t;

in the Sobolev space U'(R) such that (1) holds. That is,
2

f'=

1:CfJ - 8

8 .

j=l

*fj] a.e.

J

Proof
By the properties ofFowier Transform of functions in L2(R), it can be shown that f

1

is a function in D1(L2(R)) which is also in the Sobolev space H""1(R). Choose a non-Llouville
nwnber a. such that inequality (2) holds with k= 1. By Theorem 5, there arc constants 8i, 8z

in Rand functions .t;, .t; in H"'(R) such that (1) holds.

The following cotmter example shows that Theorem 6 is best possible in the sense of
minimwn numbers of finite differences of functions.
Theorem 7
There is a functiOIJ fin JI" (R) for aU positive integer m but there is no b in R and g in
L2 (R) such that f' = g- bb•g.
Proof
Let

fbe

the function in L2(R) such that F(x) =xe-..' . Then

fis

in H"'(R) for all

positive integer m and f' is D1(L1(R)) and jCf')A(x)j =x 2e-.i . Let 0 < 8 < 1/2 and b ;rt 0 be
given. Let {m1.} be the sequence of positive nwnbers defined by
mk

= min~ 2 e-..-l j

x E[ 27t.k I b-8, 27tk I b+ 8].
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=co.
Hence, by Theorem 2, f'cannot be expressed as a single finite difference of function in L 2(R).

4. Difference Subspaces of Sobol&W Spaces
Theorem 6 shows th.at if m is a positive integer ~ 2 and f is a function in the Sobolev

spa.cc H"'(R), then f ', the distributional derivative of f, can be always expressed as a sum of
two finite differen~ of functions in Ir""2(R). Consequently, f' can be expressed as a sum of
two finite differences of functions in L2(R) for m 2 2. However, it is known that theni is a
function q> in D 1(L2(R)) such that cp cannot be written as q> =

2

L (cp i - o
j =I

in L2(R)and a,,,

4 .
J

•q>i), for any q>1 , q>2

az in R (see Corollary 6.12 in (5]). If we choose fin the Sobolev space H (R)
1

such that f' = cp, then f' cannot be expressed as a sum of two finite differences of functions
in L2(R). In order to represent the distn"butional derivative of a given function in H 1(R) as a
stun of finite differences of functions in L2(R), we need some results on the differences

subspaces of Sobolev spaces.

Theorem 8

Let s and m be given positive integers. The11 Dpr{J(')) = D fl} {J(')) n JI"{J(').
Proof
By definition,

Dpi"'(R")) is contained in DIJ}(Rj) n H"'(R").

Therefore, it is

sufficient to show DJI}(Rj) "H"'(Rj is contained in Dpr"(Rj). Suppose fts a function in
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If (x ) 12
A

J

the subspace DJ.L2(Rj) n H"'(R.j. By Theorem 1,

--:z..-dx < ro. Let k = max {2st 1,

It"

fxl

n}. Then adapting the proof of Theorem 3 in [4], it can be shown that there are vectors

a,.,

f(x)(ll- e-i<•1,.r>r)

defined by g;(x) =

.t

(1- e-i<•;,.r>YL

then !!,; is a fimction in L 2(R").

a.e.,

It- e-i<•;.z>r

J=l

By the Planchercl Theorem, for each j ~ k, there is fj in L2(Rj such that

ij = g i.

Apply an

argument similar to the proof of Theorem 6, it can be shown that for each j :::: k,

fj is in

i

H"'(Rj. By the Fourier Inversion Theorem, f

=L (80 -cSa .)" • fj
j =l

a.e.

Thus, f is in

J

Dpi"'(Rj). So, Df..I}(Rj) n H"'(Rj is contained in Dpr"(R.

0

)).

Hence, the result follows.

By the properties of Fourier Transfonn and Theorem 8, we can have the followings.
Thcorcm9

Lets> 0 811d m 2. 0 be given integers. 11Jen Dp!"(J(')) is a Hilbert space in the
nonn 11

· ~m,a given by MIDJ,6 =<fK' lf<x>j1 (1 +fxj 2 )"' (1 +fxi-2 )

1

dc)m.

Theorem 10

Let m be a given positive integer. Suppose f is a function in the Sobolev space JI"(R)
811d f ' is the distributional derivative of£ 1ben there are COIJSl81Jts a1, a, a1 in R 811d
functions t;, f,

3

t; in I r1(R) such that f' = L (80 j=l

Oa .) • fi
J

a. e.
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Theorem 11
Let m ~ 2 and n

.s S be given positive integers.

Let L1 be the Laplace opt:rator on

H°(l(). Suppose f is a /Unction in the Sobolev space Ir(l(}. 111eri there are n:ctors a1,
a, ...,a5 in ]('and functions t;, f, ..., t; in Ir2(I() such that
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